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Abstract We study the breaking of Casimir scaling, CF/

CA, due to the evolution of jets in a hot and extended medium.
By using JEWEL, a medium modified Monte Carlo event
generator validated for a wide set of observables, we are
able to study separately the development of quark and gluon-
initiated jets produced back-to-back with a Z− boson. Focus-
ing on the pT distribution, we conclude first that the colour
charge ratio is constant but larger than Casimir scaling for
high pT jets. In addition, our results seem to indicate that
the medium induced cascade is more similar between quarks
and gluons, thus driving the overall medium shower scal-
ing away from the vacuum expectation. Finally, we compare
our results to another Monte Carlo generator and observe the
same scaling violation.

1 Introduction

Jet quenching, the modification of jet properties due to inter-
actions with an underlying QCD medium, is one of the sig-
nificant discoveries of the Heavy Ions Physics program at
RHIC [1,2] and the LHC [3–5].

The observed suppression of the yield of high pT jets
points towards a picture where depleted energy is carried by
soft radiation due to the interaction with a hot and extended
medium [6,7]. For a single parton, such interactions corre-
spond to small transverse momentum exchanges between the
parton and the medium and a continuous colour rotation of
the parton’s colour charge.

In the multiple soft scattering approximation (i.e. when
the mean free path between two scattering centres is much
smaller than the formation time of the radiated parton), the
pattern of radiation emitted by a highly energetic in-medium
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parton is captured by the BDMPS-Z spectrum [8–12]. In the
BDMPS-Z regime, the spectrum of emission is dominated
by gluons of energy ω such that ωBH � ω < ωs � ωc < E
with E the energy of the initiating parton. Here ωc ∼ q̂ L2 is
the frequency of gluons with a lifetime equal to the medium
length L , ωs ∼ αsωc the frequency associated to the time
after which most of the large angle gluons have been emitted
[7] and ωBH is the frequency cut before the single scattering
regime becomes dominant.

Although emissions with ω ∼ ωc can have a significant
impact on the average lost energy, it turns out that such ener-
getic emissions are rare (O(αs)). In fact, the spectrum is
highly suppressed for emissions with ω > ωc, a phenomenon
that is known as the QCD Landau–Pomeranchuk–Migdal
(LPM) effect [13,14]. The main contribution comes from
gluons with ω ∼ ωs that are emitted with a probability of
O(1) [15]. These gluons are independently emitted at any
point in the medium shower and populate the large-angle
region.

The LPM suppression, combined with the proliferation of
soft wide-angle gluons, leads to a broadening of the jet struc-
ture, to the energy depletion of the jet core and, consequently,
to a direct modification of the colour charge of the jet.

Gluons emitted in the region ωBH � ωs < ω � ωc

appear at smaller angles (see [16]) than the previous soft glu-
ons [17]. Nonetheless, they correspond to rather rare emis-
sions (O(αs)), and therefore only contribute to higher-order
in perturbation theory. Their contribution to the breaking of
Casimir scaling should be, therefore, negligible.

For the results shown in this paper, we use the fact that
jets lose energy according to

(
dEi

dx

)BDMPS−Z

∝ Ci x , (1)

where x is the longitudinal coordinate that the incoming par-
ticle has travelled. If the jet is fully coherent, Ei and Ci will
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refer to the energy and Casimir colour factor of the initiating
parton. In the limit of fully decoherent jets, Eq. (1) applies to
each parton jet individually. The behaviour for a realistic jet,
where some but not all partons are resolved by the medium,
will be in between these two limits.

In this manuscript, we investigate the role of the colour
charge of the incoming parton in the development of its sub-
sequent parton shower. For that purpose, we use two differ-
ent Monte Carlo event generators that account for QCD jet
evolution in heavy-ion collisions: one based on a perturba-
tive prescription to calculate in-medium radiation (JEWEL
[18,19]) and another whose energy loss of partons is based
on holographic calculations (Hybrid Strong/Weak coupling
approach [20]). This allows to establish two benchmarks for
the effect of colour charge in jet energy loss.

By using Z+ jet events, we can select quark and gluon-
initiated jets, with the information of their initial transverse
momentum scale (provided that the Z− boson transverse
momentum is a good proxy for the back-to-back parton).
We parallel the results obtained from reconstructed jets in
vacuum and in the presence of an expanding medium as pro-
vided by the Monte Carlo model. We further compare the
Monte Carlo results to the analytical expectations from Eq.
(1). Our results are always presented in terms of a quark to
gluon ratio. In vacuum, for the observables discussed and at
lowest order, this ratio obeys the well known scaling CF/CA

(Casimir scaling). We study how this scaling gets modified
in the presence of in-medium radiation.

The paper is divided as follows. Section 2 presents the
general set up of our work, Sect. 3 shows the results obtained
for the breaking of Casimir scaling in Eq. (1) and for the full
in-medium jet. Finally Sect. 4 gives a general discussion of
our results.

2 Set up

To generate the samples needed for our study, we use the two
Monte Carlo event generators mentioned in Sect. 1. Both are
able to reasonably describe most jet observables measured
so far, in particular those we consider in this work.

To access the initial pT scale of the produced jet and to
have a handle on the jet flavour, we generate Z+quark-jet and
Z+ gluon-jet samples separately. This choice is well suited
for our study since it allows a clear division in the flavour
content of the samples and allows us to use the pT of the
formed Z− boson as a proxy for the transverse momentum
scale of the initiating parton.

The majority of our study relies on ideal samples with no
initial state radiation (ISR), no hadronization and no medium
response. This way, we maximize the cleanest setup for
colour charge studies, simplifying a comparison with analyt-
ical results. We afterwards check the effect of a more realistic

situation, by considering hadronization and ISR effects sep-
arately. The collision is always considered to be at a centre-
of-mass energy per nucleon pair of

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. As

a reference for the full in-medium jet propagation, we take
the [0–10]% centrality class, for the case of in-medium jets,
although we also study the evolution with different centrality
classes.

We use JEWEL’s default parameters (τi = 0.4 fm, Ti =
590 MeV), known to capture jet and nuclear modification
factor and Z + jet asymmetry at these energies [21,22], and
generate 1 million weighted events for the four controlled
samples: vacuum quark/gluon initiated jets, and in-medium
quark/gluon initiated jets. For the centrality study, we pro-
duced 500 thousand events for each additional centrality
class: [10–20]% and [30–50]%.

As for the hybrid Monte Carlo, the samples are generated
at particle level with ISR. The model has one free parameter
κ = 0.4, which is fixed via fitting to data [20]. The sim-
ulated events corresponds to the [0–10]% centrality class.
We generate roughly 3 million events (both for vaccum and
medium), not separated in flavour. Therefore, there is a great
imbalance between the quark and gluon samples. This only
affects the magnitude of the statistical errors obtained.

For the analysis cuts, we take the CMS Z+ jet analysis
procedure [23], adapting when necessary:

– The reconstructed Z− boson, decaying into a muon pair,
was required to have a transverse momentum pZT >

50 GeV, a pseudo-rapidity | ηZ |< 3, and a mass within
70 < mZ < 100 GeV;

– Jets were reconstructed from all final state particles (after
removing the muons from the particle list) with the anti-
kt algorithm [24] for radius R = 0.2 − 0.5, a transverse
momentum of pT > 20 GeV and pseudo-rapidity | η |<
3;

– To find the back-to-back jet, we kept the hardest jet that
is the azimuthal range from the Z− boson by 5π/6 <|
φZ − φ jet |< 7π/6;

– The event is accepted if the jet satisfies | η jet |< 2.5
(jet cone inside full η acceptance region); otherwise, we
reject the event.

Jets reconstruction is done using FASTJET [25].
In our analysis, for convenience, we introduce the follow-

ing variable

R(O)med = (〈Ovac〉 − 〈Ovac+med〉)quark
(〈Ovac〉 − 〈Ovac+med〉)gluon (2)

where the lower indices vac indicate the vacuum reference
of each Monte Carlo model and vac + med the full Monte
Carlo simulation that naturally includes both vacuum-like
and medium-induced radiation. The upper index specifies
the sample flavour. The 〈 〉 denotes the fact that we will use
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the average value of the observable in some bin (typically
a pT bin). This allow us to isolate pure medium-induced
emissions in the definition of R(O)med .

We further introduce R(O)i for the case where we only
take each simulation ratios.

R(O)i =
( 〈O〉quark

〈O〉gluon
)
i
, i = vac, vac + med (3)

3 Results

In order to probe the color factor for jets we begin by explor-
ing the pT distribution of the (identified) leading jet in the
event.

As argued in the previous section, the jet energy is depleted
due to medium interactions and from Eq. (1) one expects that
for fully coherent jets the quark to gluon jet ratio would obey

dEquark

dx

/
dEgluon

dx
= CF

CA
= 4

9
= 0.4444 · · · (4)

whereCA = N andCF = (N 2 −1)/2N for a general SU(N)
group (N = 3 for QCD).

In the case of the hybrid model, in between each splitting,
the quark to gluon energy loss ratio is given by

dEquark

dx

/
dEgluon

dx
=

(
CF

CA

) 1
3 = 0.7631 · · · (5)

where the power law is introduced ad hoc, based on holo-
graphic approaches to the energy loss puzzle [20,26,27].

Our goal here is to isolate the vacuum-like emissions from
medium-induced ones, knowing that both sources contribute
to the total jet energy loss. An operational way of doing
this is, as stated in Sect. 2, to introduce R(ΔpT )med where
ΔpT = 〈pZT 〉 − 〈p jet

T 〉. By averaging over all the events,
we expect this variable to be strongly sensitive to the in-
medium jet energy loss (in spite of jet by jet fluctuations),
see Eq. (2). In order to have a vacuum benchmark result we
also compute R(ΔpT )vac. As we will show, even for vac-
uum jets the Casimir scaling (CF/CA) is broken. This is
expected and the deviation should come from the fact that
(1) even to leading logarithmic accuracy (LL, i.e., when the
jet is dominated by one perturbative gluon emissions), there
are significant effects due to the fact that we are using a finite
jet radius, R [28], (2) Monte Carlo results will include effects
absent from LL calculations (for further discussion on this
see [28,29]). For completeness, we also show the results for
R(ΔpT )vac+med , that will refer to the full JEWEL or Hybrid
simulation. All these results will allow us to explore how jet
quenching modifies jets’ colour structure beyond LL accu-
racy (which, as pointed out before, is naturally included in
JEWEL and the Hybrid model).
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Fig. 2 R(ΔpT )vac+med as a function of the initial parton pT

3.1 Parton level analysis

We start by comparing R(ΔpT )med to R(ΔpT )vac. In Fig. 1
we plot the quark to gluon ratio in vacuum, R(ΔpT )vac, as a
function of the initial pT (identified as pZT ). In addition to the
results for different jet radii R, we also provide two compar-
ison guidelines: one exhibiting Casimir scaling and the other
given by the Casimir’s ratio to the power 1/3 (hybrid scal-
ing). We see that already for vacuum jets, Casimir scaling is
not recovered. This observation is in line with the expectation
that parton showers account for effects beyond the LL expec-
tation. Nonetheless, for high enough pT jets, the scaling is
approximately constant, between 0.50 and 0.55.

In Figs. 2 and 3, R(ΔpT )med and R(ΔpT )med+vac distri-
butions are shown, again as a function of pZT .

Before starting the discussion of our results it is impor-
tant to point out some of the possible shortcomings of our
approach.

Firstly, we point out a subtlety in our jet flavour selection.
In this work, jet flavour is solely defined by the flavour of the
initiating parton which is known since samples for quark and
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Fig. 3 R(ΔpT )med as a function of the initial parton pT

gluon initiated jets were generated separately. Such an oper-
ational definition can lead to a mistagging of the jet as it will
not be sensitive to hard splittings at early times in which the
largest momentum fraction is carried by a parton with a differ-
ent flavor from the parent one. JEWEL relies on leading order
hard matrix elements for the generation of events where a jet
recoils against a Z− boson. As such, within JEWEL, there
is no ambiguity regarding the flavour of the (single) initial
parton. Additionally, the Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions
(at LO) are highly suppressed for flavour changing config-
urations (quark pair creation) and gluon hard emissions off
quark. These arguments are therefore sufficient to guaran-
tee that our approximation still provides a robust operational
definition.

Another important aspect in the discussion is related to
the definition of jet energy loss in the presence of (colour)
decoherence [30]. As stated in Sect. 2, the identification of
the jet energy loss with the energy loss of the incoming par-
ton is only valid, qualitatively, when the jet is completely
coherent. In the explored kinematic range (pZT ≥ 200 GeV ),
jets are expected to behave within the two limits (fully coher-
ent or decoherent evolution of the respective parton shower).
JEWEL only has a minimal implementation of colour deco-
herence while the Hybrid model is based on the vacuum par-
ton shower evolution as provided by Pythia. Nonetheless,
such effects should be important to determine the effective
number of colour charges inside of the jet. Consequently, the
concept of jet energy loss and jet colour charge are entangled
with the presence of decoherence. A further study of this
effect alone also needs an operational way of disentangling
decoherent and coherent partons, which, so far, was not pos-
sible. We therefore do not take this effect into account when
discussing the results throughout the manuscript. With these
caveats, we observe an interesting result in Figs. 2 and 3:
for high pT bins, Casimir scaling is broken for the medium
induced emissions with the same jet radius dependence as
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Fig. 4 R(ΔpT )med as a function of the reconstructed jet radius

in vacuum, but scaled by a multiplicative constant. Remark-
ably, the pure medium-induced Casimir scaling (Fig. 2) is
larger than the vacuum (≈1.25–1.30 times), which means
that quark-initiated jets and gluon-initiated jets radiate quite
similarly in the presence of a medium. This is important for
phenomenological applications since it shows that the cor-
rect quark to gluon-initated jets scaling for medium induced
radiation is larger than the original expectation (Casimir scal-
ing).

From Fig. 3, we can also check that for the (pure) medium-
induced emissions the ratio obtained is significantly larger
than the one obtained in Fig. 1.

As for the low pT bins, we observe that the evolution is
rather quick to the asymptotic value (value reached in the
high pT bins), although its absolute value depends on the
setup. These bins are more sensitive to jet by jet fluctuations
(since there are less partons inside each jet). Despite this
different behaviour in transverse momentum, the evolution
is decreasing with pZT , thus ensuring that energetic jets will
all show the same scaling.

Interestingly, when medium-induced and vacuum-like
emissions are put together in the parton shower, there is still
a constant scaling behaviour for energetic jets, but the jet
radius dependence is now very small. In fact, the evolution
with the jet radius R, Fig. 4, shows that for high pT jets
the medium induced scaling is roughly insensitive to the
jet radius (the dependence decreases faster than linearly).
From Fig. 4, it is also possible to see that quark-initiated jets
and gluon-initiated jets are more alike when the jet radius
decreases. This might seem counter-intuitive, as one might
expect that for small jet radius, one would recover the single
particle behaviour. Along this line, the ratio would decrease,
approaching Casimir scaling. However, small jet radius have
a non-trivial dependence on R (see [28], which exhibits the
same R ordering as we obtained).
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Fig. 5 R(ΔpT )med as a function of the initial parton pT for the samples
with hadronization

3.2 Hadronization and initial state radiation analysis

So far, the analysis was made for an ideal environment, at
parton level. We now proceed to analyse the samples with
hadronization and initial state radiation, in order to see how
the scaling above gets modified. In particular, we expect ISR
to affect the vacuum Casimir scaling since it will both pop-
ulate the jets with extra radiation and introduce jets in the
sample that have not been produced back-to-back with a Z−
boson. Following the study carried out in [31] we expect
both this contribution and the effect of hadronization to be
small. Also, any remaining effects of hadronization should
cancel out between the vacuum and medium contributions in
R(ΔpT )med .

Figure 5 summarises the hadronization results while
Fig. 6 summarises the results when only ISR is included. In
this case, we also show, for direct comparison, the results
obtained from the Hybrid approach (recall that ISR and
hadronization are activated separately in each sample of
either model).

Despite the slightly fluctuating results, we observe that,
qualitatively, the behaviour is again a simple rescaling of the
vacuum Casimir law. We note however that the stable high
pT values tend to be lower than the partonic samples. We
also want to point out that the initial state radiation result
shows smaller uncertainties and fluctuations. This might be
due to the fact that hadronization is directly sensitive to the
medium effects while initial state radiation is not.

From Fig. 6, it is clear that both generators show stable
ratios for high pZT at fairly similar values. This observa-
tion is rather remarkable since the colour structure of the
showers in the two models is very different. In JEWEL the
colour structure of the shower is modified by interaction
with medium scattering centres. In particular, by each gluon
exchanged with the coloured medium, the incoming parton
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with ISR. The Hybrid model samples are shown with spline lines are
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has its colour field rotated. The Hybrid model preserves the
colour structure of the PYTHIA generated shower. The only
modification of colour structure is induced by the partons
that are stopped in the medium due to energy loss effects and
thus will not contribute to the reconstructed jet. Taking into
account the holographic scaling from (5), we would naively
expect quark- and gluon-initiated jets to be more alike in
the Strong/Weak Hybrid model than in JEWEL. We see in
Fig. 6 that this is indeed the case, but the difference is not
significant. One of the contributing factors might be the pres-
ence of additional radiation sources (particles) that naturally
occur during JEWEL parton shower evolution, with respect
to Hybrid (where energy losses are applied to a fully devel-
oped vacuum-like shower). From our studies in Sect. 3.1, the
convolution of pQCD medium-induced energy loss, together
with some decoherence effects during the parton shower evo-
lution, induce similar energy losses for quark- and gluon-
initiated jets. Overall, the JEWEL Casimir ratio increases
and approaches the one obtained from the Hybrid model.

At sufficiently high pT the R ordering of the Hybrid
model curves is the opposite to what JEWEL predicts.
For both JEWEL and the Hybrid model, at low pT , the
behaviour is dominated by gluon-like (which radiate more),
thus we observe a larger value of R(ΔpT )med . At larger pT ,
quark-like jets dominate and thus the value of R(ΔpT )med

decreases. For a fixed pT bin (sufficiently high), increasing R
leads to recovery of radiation for both quark- and gluon-like
jets. However, this is more relevant for gluon-like jets, and
therefore the scaling decreases with R in JEWEL. However,
in the Hybrid model, what happens is that in fact, a part of the
jet population (for a certain pT bin) comes from jets which
lost a lot of energy, and thus migrated from higher pT bins.
Therefore, as one changes the radius, there is a competition
between a population of jets which did not lose much energy
vs a population of higher energy jets which radiated a lot
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and ended in a lower pT bin. From the behaviour seen as R
varies, we see that this second group significantly modifies
the dependence on R, when comparing to JEWEL.

3.3 Centrality results

For completeness, we analyse the evolution of the Casimir
ratio as a function of centrality. For that, we include the
two additional samples corresponding to [10–20]% and [30–
50]% centralities.

For a better comparison among all results, we fit the last
five bins of R(ΔpT )med in pZT to a linear model

R(ΔpT )med [pZT ] = a + b pZT (6)

We find that for all the samples the best fit shows a very small
slope b (at least three orders of magnitude smaller than the
constant a fitted). Therefore, we assume a constant value for
highly energetic jets we used that extracted value as theStable
Ratio. The results are shown in Fig. 7, where reach ratio
was slightly displaced within the centrality bin to improve
readability. The colourful results refer to R(ΔpT )vac+med ,
and we leave, for reference, the R(ΔpT )med (in black) and
R(ΔpT )med (in gray).

For the new samples we find a larger uncertainty in the
extraction of this value and looking directly to the scaling in
pZT we see that the results are not as stable as the [0–10]%
sample. For the largest centrality, this is reflected in very large
error bars.

As expected, as the centrality increases a decrease in the
calculated quark to gluon ratio but always above the observed
value for the vacuum sample. This trend is not seen in the
largest centrality bin. The values for this centrality class are
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Fig. 8 Scaling for large jet parameter values of the scaling just for
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higher than expected. This might be due first to the lower
statistics available and secondly, by direct observation of
R(ΔpT )[pZT ], we see that as the centrality increases, this lin-
ear fit becomes less accurate and the sample takes more bins
to stabilise. Therefore, to properly extract the correct scaling
for this class one would need to include higher pT bins. In
addition, it is known that the JEWEL centrality evolution is
not correctly captured (for instance for RAA).

4 Conclusion

In this manuscript we have studied the role that jet quench-
ing plays in the modification of the net colour charge of QCD
jets. We have performed a broad study, exploring two sepa-
rate Monte Carlo generators, to account for pQCD and Holo-
graphic estimates of the Casimir quark-to-gluon ratio.

In Sect. 3 we presented the major results of this paper,
where we relied on the variable R(ΔpT )med . As argued
before, it should be essentially sensitive only to the medium-
induced energy loss (by pZT bin). Our results confirm the
breaking of the traditional vacuum Casimir scaling by an
overall multiplicative constant. Moreover, such a scaling vio-
lation leads to quark- and gluon-initiated jets being more
similar in medium than in vacuum.

The scaling obtained tends to converge at high pT and
becomes insensitive to the jet radius R. In addition, our results
show that (soft medium induced) radiation is transmitted
to gluons at very large angles (bigger than R = 0.5). For
completeness, we extended our analysis to radius between
R = 0.6 and R = 1 (Figs. 8, 9). We see that the results fol-
low the trend seen at smaller R and confirm the universality
of the property in study.

Our results also reinforce the picture that jet and par-
ton energy loss are different processes and one cannot be
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obtained from the other by a simple rescaling law. This obser-
vation is at the heart of developing a consistent and well posed
framework for jet quenching and thus we reiterate the mes-
sage that for phenomenological studies of jets a non trivial
implementation of the energy loss mechanism is required.

In the literature, as far as we are aware, no attempt of
studying Casimir scaling for in-medium jets had ever been
attempted. Nonetheless, this quantity is extensively used
when, for example, doing fits to data. Two such direct applica-
tions appear in [32,33]. In the first of these two papers a global
fit allows one to obtain the parameter cF = 1.78 ± 0.12.
This should correspond to the inverse of our scaling, thus
corresponding to 1/cF = 0.56 ± 0.04. This value is slightly
smaller than the one shown in Fig. 7. The value extracted in
the second paper is of O(4), thus in complete in disagree-
ment with our findings. Such a disparity might come from the
complex nature of the fitting procedure in [33]. It should be
mentioned that the value quoted refers to the [0–1]% central-
ity class. Nonetheless, an interesting characteristic of these
fits is that they both find that the data is well described if
Casimir scaling is broken by a multiplicative factor. This
suggests that a constant law for the quark to gluon ratio is
pretty robust. More recently, a theoretical effort [34] also
found that just for the medium induced cascade, extended
showers should depart from Casimir scaling.

In the future and for applications involving data, we expect
the results of this paper to show the importance of using the
correct Casimir scaling for in-medium jets. Nonetheless, we
would like to point out that any application would require
a more controlled approach, with cross checks using other
observables.

Finally, for a full picture of Casimir scaling in the medium,
a better and more complete understanding of jet inner struc-
ture is needed, since the scaling will depend on the finer
details of each jet and not just the jet radius and the pT of
the initiating parton.
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